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Team Elite:  Rick, Bob, Matt and James  
Team A:  Oleg, Voris, Neil and Jeff S 
Team B:  Bernie, Chad, Eric and Frankie 
Team 4:  Mike Hodges, Geoff, Yi-Shiou and Claus 
Team 5:  Guido, Len, Rob and John M. 
Solo riders:  Larry Murray, Drew Peterson, Denise Bienias and Adam Beckett 

 
The Descenders had another great turnout for the annual Stagecoach Team Time Trial.  There were five teams 
participating in the time trial and numerous individual riders.  It was a dark and cold morning as we all headed out 
to Ocotillo for the start.  The expected temperatures were to be just about freezing for the start of the ride.  We 
witnessed a number of car accidents coming over the mountains due to black ice on the road; it was going to be a 
cold day in the saddle. 

 

 
Dawn in Ocotillo 



Descenders Team Elite:  Inputs from Rick Bienias 
 
Our team elite with Jim W., Bob R, Matt B and Rick got a late start, but once going settled into a sporty pace. We 
wore rubber gloves over our full finger gloves which helped a little against the chill.  Even with our well-practiced 
rotations, on race day it seems to be harder to do to stay smooth and steady, but we adjusted as we were going 
and it worked out.  Expecting the usual tailwind after the turn around, we pushed hard going out. The pit stop at 
mile 50 was very fast, we skipped the food and took only a little over a minute. Team Broadcom had a good plan 
wearing camelbacks and not having to refuel, so we knew we could not waste any time. Bob came alive after the 
turnaround and provided some nice draft since we did not seem to get the expected tailwind. The pace picked up 
some and we were on our way to finish with all four riders.  Suddenly around mile 75 or so Bob yelled out “flat” 
“flat”, sh*^!  Not again, we barely looked back and kept going. It was tough to leave Bob behind, but that’s what 
we decided before the race we would do if somebody flats close to the end.  It seemed now like some occasional 
headwind. Matt’s knee IT band injury started to become more painful but he never slowed down and kept pushing 
with his HR in the high 160s!!!!   “Shut up IT band!!”  Jim was solid as a rock and did longer pulls as needed. No 
problem for him. We approached the last climb, Sweeny pass (Der ”Schweine Pass”) and Rick started to bonk 
heavy. That became a painful climb, but with some extra liquid from Jim’s bottle he eventually made it up the 
climb. Once over the top, the pace picked up again and with Jim’s long pulls the last miles went by quick. Bob had 
to fight a second flat, but could eventually finish with several other riders getting pulled in his draft; another strong 
ride even despite the challenges. 

 

 
New Windmill farms on the road heading north 

 
 



Descenders Team A:  Inputs from Oleg Shpyrko 
 
Neil: "Race went well for me through about mile 50, but after the turnaround I started hurting and really doubted I 
would be able to stay with my teammates to the finish.  Very thankful that Jeff, Dave 
and Oleg let me rotate through our pace line and kept me motivated to stay with them to the finish. It was a very 
enjoyable day since our group was so well organized.  From the drive out to the unexpected post-ride beer, I had 
a great time." 
 
Voris's memorable "top 8" list:  
1.      funny how we hesitated telling Jim Knight we were Team "B" 
2.      Oleg had 14 days to train and taper, yet was leading the effort in the final 20 miles 
3.      The ice on the freeway 
4.      Negotiating with the 192 thousand mile gas engine to make due up the I-8 grade on fumes on the way back 
5.      Having to stop 40 feet before the finishing line 
6.      With a combined weight of 730, we had to be one of the heaviest teams. 
7.      I don't think we could execute much better. 
·       We got there early enough, forgot nothing on the ride, and knew the route well 
·       Descended together and created only one gap the whole race (my mistake when the trucks came by)  
·       no mechanicals or bottle drops, no bonks 
·       we all sort of rotated our performance highs and lows so that someone was always strong 
8.      Funny how fast Dana Skriver passed us." 
 
Jeff S.: "For me, my three objectives all came home!  First, return in one piece (check); second, have fun (check); 
and third, a podium finish (check).  I was also especially pleased that we started as a team and we finished as a 
team.  I'd ride with this team again without question." 
 
Oleg's take: 
"With Elite team lead by Rick & Co, the pressure to deliver super-fast time was off this time around. We still rode 
fast - our team was very evenly matched overall, and one of our goals quickly became to have 
all four riders crossing the finish line together – mission accomplished. This was the first ever race for Jeff, who 
was consistently strong throughout - and I suspect a rare recent race for Neil as well. Beforehand the four of us 
decided our #1 goal was to go out there and have fun, and we achieved it and then some. Lunch after the race 
(plus beers, courtesy of Jeff) was the most enjoyable part of the road trip. That and seeing Elite Descenders team 
easily crush the course record despite a few setbacks and a tough cold, windy day. Planned by our own logistics 
expert David "Attention-to-Details" Voris, everything was perfectly timed, synchronized and pre-planned.  Seeing 
all the Descenders out on the course in white-and-blue uniforms was fantastic, as always. Finishing on the 
podium (third place team overall) was a nice bonus. I will be back next year. " 
 

 



Descenders Team B: Inputs from Bernie Bogard 

 
Descenders B headed out into the chilly but less chilly than expected start chasing Hodges and his boys. Settled 
into a rhythm but took a toll on Frankie who had been working too much, sleeping and riding too little and dropped 
off at mile 35. Worked our way over the hills headed to the turnaround, rotating through but counting a lot on 
Chad setting the pace. Some cramping and suffering set in for Eric around the turnaround, he was able to hang in 
and rallied some going up Sweeney and the dash to the finish. No major mechanicals/flats, a bit of noise of 
uncertain cause on Chad's bike but didn't get worse. 5'19"... could've been faster...could have been 
lower...another Stagecoach with Descenders buddies. 
 
Descenders Team 4:  Inputs from Mike Hodges 
 
Twas a braw bricht moonlit nicht when the four gallant riders from Descenders Team 4 (or was it Team D or 
Roman numerals IV?) left their abodes and journeyed afar to slay some dragons (I’ve just read Brigadoon and the 
Hobbit). Team Captain Hodges (aka “sag stops are for wussies”) delegated everything, and even tried to delegate 
the actual ride, and within a jiffy all four comrades where at the start gate, on time, with timing chips in place, team 
sheets handed in, full team gear including socks, all dressing to the right, Strava in place and ready to rock and 
roll (i.e. a little above pootle pace) in the Desert. This in itself was quite an achievement given the shenanigans 
with the other Descenders teams that, allegedly (Shadow tour attorney’s may be reading this posting) included 
wanting “a lie in”, stopping at Denny’s Dinner on the way, diversion to Ocotillo in Arizona, chain getting stuck, 
forgetting bike shoes, helmet’s too small etc. etc. (all bone fide excuses to some). 
  
The pace for the first mile was scorching, like a chicken phal on Sunday morning, then it dropped quickly to just 
meat madras pace, then soon down to a biryani level, until by about mile 5 we were left with the Poppadums and 
Chutney. OK, 95 miles more to go – we were quickly overtaken by Descenders Team C (or was that team 3? – 
quick check Shadow tour listing, … on second thoughts that won’t help) who came up suddenly, momentarily they 
were with us, then quickly disappeared, leaving Team 4 alone in the wide, wide desert. Then another team, all 
dressed in black, past us – they were inching ahead rather than flying past, so we had a chance for glory, we 
chased – first Claus (aka “European hard as nails domestique”) took the lead, pressing ever on into the 
head  wind, then next up in the rotation was Claus, bravely closing the gap, then third up was Claus, manning up 
to the challenge and last up was Claus taking the team to within inches of the catch – our brave Captain then 
came forward and closed the 2 yard gap heroically, and headed down Sweeney Pass, wimp-like topping out a 
massive 20 mph, and was promptly overtaken by the opposition. Fearless as ever, Claus said that we would 
surely catch them in a while and asked that we should follow him  – he did not have to ask (so polite is he) and so 
keen were we to not dissuade him of his kind offer we did so, for a long extended period of time, until once more, 
as we neared the second climb and the catch was as inevitable as a European Ryder cup victory, Top Dog 
Hodges stormed to the front and closed the remaining 10 yards, guided his brave crew alongside the Black Death 
squad, slowed down so as to best snarl at them Lance like. The slowing had an unfortunate side effect with Geoff 
(aka “RAC warrior”) touching Hodges’ wheel, sending Yi-Shiou crashing to the ground with sounds of metal, flesh 
and bone twisting. The Black squad showed real class and stopped and asked us if we were OK (multi Kudos to 
you bros) – Hodges showed complete lack of the aforementioned and heckled his band of Land-Lubbers (too 
many Michael Morpurgo references) to tally ho, raise the main sail, only a flesh wound. Soon they were up and 
running but the excitement had caused a de-stabilizing of Yi-Shiou’s “Cycling as Feng Shui” training plan (written, 

allegedly by卡迈克尔), this was to alter his inner-harmony, i.e. he was latter to pay dear in the form of a massive 

bonk. An uneventful descent into Shelter Valley and was not nearly cold enough to “freeze the balls of brass 
monkeys” as was predicted. Across Scissors Crossing and towards the turnaround. I’d like now to write about a 
rapid change over, sub-60 seconds, but no, alas forsooth ….. as normal, the Descenders showed an inaptitude 
bordering on the criminal –first charge - standing in line for a drink is not allowed, you must persuade the helpers 
that your needs are critical to the well-being of the President; second charge – no using the restrooms – THAT IS 
NOT ALLOWED! (for those SoCal natives you may add in TOTALLY if that helps get the message across); third 
up – do not ever ask if it might be OK to take a shower, even if you are joking - it is neither allowed and is not 
humorous.. 
  
After what seemed like an eternity waiting around for the boys to powder their noses and reapply their DZnut 
cream, and in reality was only about 37 and a half minutes, we began our return journey from whence we first 



came. As we started up Shelter Valley we began to feel an incy wincy bit tired (cycling parlance for begging to get 
a bit knackered). This feeling was compounded by the Elite team going past us so fast we hardly have time to say 
“are you all wearing your transponders?” – I think I heard a reply denying any experience of cross dressing, even 
at weekends (which of course entirely normal behavior). Yi-Shiou was struggling going up the hard part of Shelter 
Valley so I tried to cheer him up and could only think of Psalm 23.4 “Even though I walk through the valley of the 
shadow of death,” – that didn’t seem to help so, as  we started up the little  riser to Box Canyon, I recited 
Tennyson’s poem “Half a league, half a league, Half a league onward, All in the valley of Death Rode the six 
hundred, Forward, the Light Brigade! "Charge for the guns!" Into the valley of Death Rode the six hundred.” – Yi-
Shiou promptly discombobulated – we waited for him at the top and gentle guided the wounded solider to safety. 
Ten miles later we were glad we had because suddenly our trump card, the man-for-all-seasons, Claus, was gone, 
vanished (with a flat tire) – we still had 30 to go and so the three remaining set forth to complete the mission. 
Sweeney pass was a blur of pushes and pulls, and much help from the hand of god

TM
 – 10 miles to the line an Yi-

Shiou and Geoff had recovered and firing on all 4 (may be 1 and a half each) cylinders, down the bumpy road, no 
turning left to Palm Spring (sic) flick a salute to the cops at the stop sign, and push on to the line – where, in 
compliance with the Shadow Tour statutory rules we came to a complete stop, genuflected and returned our 
transponders. A near perfectly executed ride – mission accomplished. 
 
Yi-Shiou added comments:  I would add that I store my bike by Feng-Shui but train by Tai-Chi, a dynamic balance 
that cannot be modeled by linear equations. 

 

 
Guido is happy with the pace on Team 5! 



 
Descenders Team 5:  Inputs from Rob Verfurth 
 
We all met up on Spring Meadow in the dark and cold.  Guido piled the bikes on top of his car and we headed for 
Ocotillo.  The drive was uneventful until we saw a car on westbound I-8 flipped on its back due to the icy road.  A 
pick-up truck no more than 75 yards ahead of us did a bit too much rubbernecking, hit some ice on the side of our 
road and overcorrected to become an out of control spinning mess.  It ended up in the median as Guido never 
flintched and drove on by; he did slow down a bit until we got into the desert floor.  Morning was just breaking as 
we parked on the side of the road and got ready for the ride.  Team 5 was the third Descenders team to start the 
ride.  It was very cold, there was a slight breeze in our faces and we had on all the clothes we brought. 
 
The team paced off John for the first hour.  John graciously volunteered to be our 4

th
 rider with Sheehan backing 

out due to work travel requirements.  The pace was hurting John so he backed off a bit while the three of us rode 
the rest of the ride together.  At mile 25 I have to make an unexpected stop for a bio-break.  We took the 
opportunity to graze on some food and grab a few snacks.  About mile 30 there was an American flag in front of a 
small house, it was pointing south and the winds were steady.  Guido gave it a long look as we rode by.  
 
At the top of Box Canyon we saw Frankie returning solo not understanding that he abondoned due to the tough 
pace of Team B and his work conflicts that prevented proper training.  We kept cruising north and just past 
Shelter Valley we saw the Broadcom team returning back south.  After the turn at Scissors Crossing and then up 
San Felipe Grade, we saw Team A returing. Descenders Team Elite was flying back south a mile or so later; they 
had made up aalot of time due to their lataer start.  We eventually saw all the Descenders teams heading back 
before we got to the rest stop. 
 

 
Team Elite flies by just after Campbell Grade 



We took on food and drink before getting back in the saddle.  A good solo woman rider we had ridden near on the 
way up now hung on our wheel for most of the way back south.  We later learned she was trying to ride a fast 
time in her age group, hiding on our wheels!  As the other teams noted, the winds were not favorable for the 
return.  Guido and Len did lots of work and I snuck my nose out front a few times as well.  It was still cool and we 
were getting tired, although our pace for hour five was just about 20 mph; not bad for Team 5.  We finished in 
5:49, 2

nd
 place for our age group of 50 years. 

 
 

 

 
Checking out the posted ride results 

 
A good summary of the great day riding is as follows: 
 

 Five Descenders teams rode the full 100 mile event, four of the teams finishing in the top 6 of the event 

 Team Elite set a new record of 4:38 and was the fastest team on the road 

 Drew Peterson rode a steallar 4:49 solo, Larry Murray was super strong riding solo in 5:04 

 Bob R battled multiple flats to finish in 5:08 

 Team A finished with all four riders and in under five hours at 4:55. 

 Team B was super strong with only 3 riders most of the way; finishing time of 5:19 

 Team 4 also had a good showing with a 5:40; Mike Hodges was coaching the whole ride 

 Claus also flatted and came home solo in strong fashion 

 Team 5 finished 2
nd

 in the over 50 years of age category, good to be old for once 

 John M gutted it out and finished with a smile 
 

 



 
Adam Becket, Jim W, Oleg, Jeff S and Neil celebrate post ride 
 

 
Lousy lunch but good time sharing riding stories 


